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Hi.  I’m the Digital Projects Librarian at Auburn University Libraries, but I’m here today to talk about a statewide project operated by a consortium of academic libraries in Alabama. [click]
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AlabamaMosaic is a collection of digitized materials related to Alabama history and culture. Our partner institutions are located all around the state. AlabamaMosaic isn’t a single centralized collection: we’re what you might call a “distributed” collection. [click]



What Does “Distributed” Mean?
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“Distributed” means that we don’t gather our collection items together in one place. Instead, they stay in their original locations, in their native collections. AlabamaMosaic isn’t so much as a “collection”, per se, as it is an index of all these different collections. Users see the index entries for collection items and then they can go from the index entry to the original item in its native collection.[click]



Why Did We Leave MultiSiteServer?
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For a number of years, we used OCLC’s MultiSite Server software to index the AlabamaMosaic collections. The partner institutions all used CONTENTdm as their content management system, and it worked OK for a while. Not great, but OK.But either the set-up got less and less great as time went on or we just got less and less tolerant of its limitations. Probably some of each.[click]



• 2012: Page views for AlabamaMosaic Web site 
had been going down since 2010

• 65% of visits lasted 10 sec or less
• Traffic from AlabamaMosaic to Auburn’s 
digital collections was 0.1%

• 2009 Survey: Users wanted a better search 
• Rumor: OCLC would discontinue support for 
MultiSite Server “soon”

• University of Alabama digital collections no 
longer in CONTENTdm: MSS couldn’t index
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[click] In 2012, I took a good hard look at our Google Analytics data, and I saw that page views for the AlabamaMosaic Web site had been going down pretty much ever since we’d started collecting the data.[click] About 65% of our visitors were staying on the Web site 10 seconds or less. [click] I looked at the Google Analytics data for our own Auburn University digital collections to see how much of our traffic was coming to us from AlabamaMosaic. [click] A few years earlier, back in 2009, some of our partners did a survey and found that most AlabamaMosaic users wanted a better search function. Unfortunately, we couldn’t give that to them as long as we continued to use MultiSite Server. We were basically stuck with whatever OCLC chose to give us. [click] And that wasn’t much. OCLC wasn’t doing any development on the MultiSite Server software. And there was a rumor to the effect that it would be going away in the near future. (As it turns out, that was true. OCLC stopped supporting MultiSite Server as of December 2012.)[click] Finally, University of Alabama, the partner with the largest number collection items, decided that they just weren’t going to use CONTENTdm anymore; they created their own content management system they called Acumen. Since MultiSite Server could only index CONTENTdm collections, that meant they would be left out of AlabamaMosaic unless we could find another way to do the index.[click]



VuFind to the Rescue!
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So, early in 2012, we decided to try out something different as a potential replacement for MultiSite Server. And that something different was VuFind, the open-source discovery layer software developed at Villanova University.So, what made us think that VuFind was the answer?[click]



 Open source software => Local customization
 Local (Auburn) VuFind experience => Local 
expertise
 Intuitive public interface (“Google‐like”); 
better searches; facets for narrowing results
 VuFind can index  digital collections via OAI‐
PMH and XSL transforms 
 VuFind can index from content management 
systems other than CONTENTdm (MSS 
software can only index CONTENTdm 
collections) 
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[click] To start with, VuFind is open source. Our boss likes the fact that it’s paid for with sweat equity, not cash. Our programmers like being part of the open source community. And we all like the fact that we can change things to fit our needs, instead of waiting for some company to decide our needs are important enough to do something about.[click] At Auburn, we’ve been using VuFind as our local catalog. So we have some experience working with it.[click] When we tested it out, people liked the public interface, both the search box and the results pages. The search results were better than the ones returned by MultiSite Server, and there were facets for narrowing larger results sets.[click] As part of the process of building the Auburn VuFind catalog, we learned how to index our digital collections; we use XSL to transform the OAI-PMH metadata feeds for these collections. As a result of this experience, we realized that, as long as we had access to the OAI feed, the collection didn’t have to be local to be “indexable”. Once we figured that out, we realized that it should be possible to create a separate VuFind instance for AlabamaMosaic. We should be able to index collections wherever they are, as long as they are OAI-accessible. [click] So, we’ve been working out how to index collections other than CONTENTdm. It’s not a gimme. One of our programmers worked for several weeks figuring out how to transform the Acumen OAI feed from University of Alabama. But he did it, and I can now harvest that collection with just a few mouse clicks. We’ve also indexed a local dSpace collection, and, theoretically, we should be able to do customized transforms for any content management system. [click] 



What Metadata Fields Should We Use?
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Centralized collections can mandate specific metadata fields that have to be used. Even some distributed collections manage somehow to enforce a “code of conduct” on the participants.I don’t know how they do it. Even at Auburn, we customize the metadata for each collection to fit the materials instead of trying to shoehorn it into a “one size fits all” schema. They all map back to Dublin Core but they are all different.But when you’re trying to create a single index from an assortment of collections, you need to decide which fields you’re going to use. And that prompts two questions: Which fields will help users locate materials? and Which fields are all participants using?[click]



• Hard‐coded:
– Collection name
– Institution/publisher name

• Harvested:
– Link to item thumbnail
– Link to item in native collection
– Title
– Creator(s)
– Description
– Subject terms
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We decided to include this information in each index entry. Users may not care, but I guarantee you that the partner institutions care. We all want our materials to be identified as ours.But this information doesn’t necessarily show up in the OAI feed. So we hard-code it into the XSL transform file. [click] This information does show up in the OAI feed. We use the transform file to pluck it out from the feed and use it to create VuFind records.You’ll notice that I haven’t listed “date” as one of the fields. That’s because some partners use “date” differently from others. Simple Dublin Core doesn’t specify whether “date” means “date original material was created”, “date digital file was created”, or “date material was uploaded to collection”. I’ve seen it used all ways, so we just don’t include it.[click]



How Does the Harvesting 
Process Work?
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I’m not a programmer. I’m not really a cook, either, but I can follow a recipe.So the programmers I work with at Auburn came up with some “recipes” for me to follow so I can harvest collection metadata by myself. 



Step 1: Check OAI‐PMH feed.
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I should point out that, being the massive control freak that I am, I have a master spreadsheet with information on all the collections that are in AlabamaMosaic. That information includes what collection management system they use, whether the collections are local or hosted, what the base URL is, what the collection set name is, how many items are in the VuFind index, how many items are in the native collection (i.e., is it time to re-harvest), what XSL transform file I use to harvest, etc. So, I start out a collection’s harvest by checking whether or not I can see the OAI-PMH feed. If I can’t, then the harvest won’t work.[click]



OAI-PMH Feed: XML Output
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If you’re never seen an OAI feed, this is what they look like. The OAI feed displays all the collection’s metadata in an XML format. This is the feed for one of Auburn’s CONTENTdm collections: our Alabama Cooperative Extension Service Photos collection. Reasons why I might not be able to see the OAI feed include: the OAI got turned off during collection maintenance and they forgot to turn it back on; they moved their collections from standalone to hosted and the base URL changed; they got a new server and the base URL changed; they put up a firewall, and I’m being shut out. When I run into this situation, I communicate with the collection owner and we sort it out. Once I can see the OAI feed, I can move on to the next Step.[click]



Step 2: Customize XSLT file .
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The next step is to create a customized XSL transform file for the collection I want to harvest. For CONTENTdm collections and dSpace collections, we create a separate XSL transform for each one, based on the collection’s set name. That sounds intimidating. But the programmers worked out some templates for me, so it really isn’t that hard, just a bit tedious. (Acumen works differently and doesn’t use set names, so a programmer had to figure out how to split out separate collections based solely on the OAI feed. That’s why it took him so long, and I’m amazed he managed it as quickly as he did.)[click]



Collection Information
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This shows the “hard-coded information” section of the XSLT for the Cooperative Extension photos collection. I put in this information manually.[click]



Item Identification Information: 
Item URL, Thumbnail URL, Collection Set Name
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This is the “harvested information” section of the same XSLT.This tells the harvester program how to create an item’s identifier, how to construct the link back to the native collection, where to find the item’s thumbnail.Further down, it also tells the harvester which of the OAI fields to keep in the new item record (and to discard all the others).[click]



Step 3: Customize test.bat file. Run it.
java ‐jar AUOAItoVufind2.jar ‐b 
http://content.lib.auburn.edu:81/cgi‐bin/oai.exe 
‐f AUautest_oai_vufind_JG1.xsl ‐s autest ‐S ‐C
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We do the harvest procedure using Java programming that the programmers put into some batch files for me. Again, they gave me some templates that I customize for each collection.Before I do the actual harvest, I run a test using a batch file that pulls the OAI feed and runs the transform on it.This is what the batch file for the test looks like. Here’s the base URL for the OAI feed, here’s the XSLT for this collection, here’s the set name, and these other things are shorthand Java commands. And here we’ve reached the limits of my knowledge.[click]



OAI Output File
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The test batch file is set up to create some output files so that I can make sure it’s working.The first output file is an output of the OAI feed. If I don’t see this file, or if it looks wrong somehow, I know something went wrong with the OAI process and I have to fix it.[click]



OAI Output, Transformed
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This is the second output file: This is what the OAI feed looks like after the XSL transform operates on it. This should just have the metadata that we selected out from the feed.If it doesn’t show up or if it looks wrong, that means there’s a problem with the XSLT, and I have to go back and fix it.If the test batch file runs OK, and the output files look OK, it’s time to run the actual harvest.[click]



Step 4: Customize import.bat file. Run it.
java ‐jar AUOAItoVufind2.jar ‐b 
http://content.lib.auburn.edu:81/cgi‐bin/oai.exe 
‐f AUautest_oai_vufind_JG1.xsl ‐s autest ‐S ‐C ‐o 
http://alamosindex.lib.auburn.edu:8080/solr/bi
blio/update
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This shows the batch file for the import process. It looks just like the test batch file except for this part at the end. This command says to do the VuFind import, and this is the address where the import should be done.Once it runs, there’s a simple way to see if it worked.[click]
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I go to the AlabamaMosaic public interface and look for that collection. The number of items listed for the collection here on the left side should correspond to the number in the native collection.On the right side, the individual item records with the appropriate thumbnails should show up.If one of these doesn’t occur, there was a problem with the harvest. At that point, I need to figure out what it is and re-harvest. [click] 



After All That …
What Does the Index Look Like?
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So, after all that work, what does the VuFind version of AlabamaMosaic look like?[click]



AlabamaMosaic Home Page
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This is what the home page looks like.[click]



MultiSite Server:  Search Results for Alabama River
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Now, so that you can see what an improvement the VuFind index has been, these are the top results for a search of the old MultiSite Server index for the search term “Alabama River”.It’s hard to see how these top results are even relevant, and a lot of the ones down here are about rivers in Alabama, but not the Alabama River specifically.One other point: with this interface, once the user clicked on one of these thumbnails, they were taken away from AlabamaMosaic to the native collection, and we couldn’t track them anymore. We couldn’t tell if a short visit meant that the patron found what they were looking for right away or if they just got disgusted and left.[click]



VuFind Index: Search Results for Alabama River
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These are the top results for the same search in our new VuFind index. [click] All the top results are specifically for the Alabama River. There’s nothing there that makes you wonder how it even showed up, which is a good thing. Remember that the 2009 survey said that our users wanted a better search.  [click] And over here on the left-side are the facets. You can use them to narrow the results by institution, by specific collection, by creator, or by subject terms. [click]
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And as a final improvement: when a patron clicks on one of the collection items, they get taken here first. This is the VuFind item entry. It shows the item thumbnail and the item metadata. When the patron clicks on the thumbnail or on the item link, they go back to the item in the native collection, but they have to come here first. That means we can track them to see if they’re actually looking at their search results.[click]



Who Does What?
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So, who does what in this whole process?[click]



• Programmers:
– Created VuFind instance
– Created XSLT file templates
– Created Java tools and bat file templates
– Manage database at server level
– Trouble‐shoot as needed

• Digital Projects Librarian:
– Monitor changes in native collections
– Create XSLTs and bat files for new 
collections/update for existing collections

– Harvest collections as needed
– Trouble‐shoot as needed
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[click] It’s hard to do open source without programmers. There are some open source programs out there that are getting close to “turn-key” operations, but VuFind isn’t one of them. At Auburn, we’re lucky to have some really excellent programmers.Here’s what they have done and continue to do:[click] [click] We’ve been through several versions of these already.[click] The tools and batch files we’re using now are at least the third if not the fourth generation. We have run into problems with each and they keep having to fine-tune.[click] The database itself needs maintenance. Among other things, sometimes I need them to completely delete a collection’s entries before I can re-harvest. (It’s supposed to overwrite, but sometimes it appends.)[click] Problems arise, and they need to be dealt with.[click] And here’s what I do:[click] I talked earlier about my master spreadsheet of indexed collections. Periodically, I go out to the partners’ Web sites and look to see if they’ve added new collections that should be indexed or if they’ve added new materials to existing collections. They’re supposed to let me know, but they never do.[click] I create and/or update the XSLTs and the batch files.[click] And I harvest the collections “as needed”. Usually collections grow or remain the same, but sometimes they get smaller. Sometimes items are deleted or consolidated with other items. I need to re-harvest to reflect that change.[click] When there’s a problem with harvesting, I’m the one that sees it first. So I’m the one that does the initial trouble-shooting. And it turns out that the bulk of the problems are at a level where I can fix them, sometimes with the assistance of the collection owner, sometimes with the assistance of one of our local programmers.[click]



How Did It All Work Out?
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So did it work? Did we fix the problems that drove us away from MultiSite Server?I think so.[click]



• AlabamaMosaic page views tripled 
• Number of visits lasting 10 sec or less went 
down to 49% (from 65%)

• Traffic from AlabamaMosaic to Auburn’s 
collections went up to 4.7% (from 0.1%) 

• People tell us they like the new look and the 
new search function.

• When OCLC discontinued support for MSS, 
VuFind was already in place.

• We have indexed the UA Acumen collection 
and an Auburn dSpace collection, along with 
all the CONTENTdm collections
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[click] We had our public launch of the new VuFind version of AlabamaMosaic on November 1, 2012. Our page views for the Web site tripled during the 7 months after launch. [click] The number of visits lasting 10 sec or less has gone down significantly. [click] This is the number that matters most to me. I don’t know if the same increase in traffic happened for other partner institutions, but I’m assuming it did.[click] We haven’t done another survey, but, anecdotally, we’ve heard that people like the new look and feel and they like the new search function.[click] When OCLC made the announcement last fall that they were discontinuing support for MultiSite Server, we were pretty smug about having something better ready to go.[click] We started out in the spring of 2012 by indexing the CONTENTdm collections that we already had in the MultiSite Server version of AlabamaMosaic. But since then, we’ve been able to index one of Auburn’s dSpace collections and the University of Alabama Acumen collections. [click]



Thank you.

www.alabamamosaic.org
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So, that’s the story. You can take a look at the results at this URL.The harvesting process isn’t as automated as people expect it to be and as we had hoped it would be when we started out. But the results are pretty good, and we keep learning more about the process and making it work better.Thank you.


